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15
EXPLORING PHOTOSHOP CS4

Adobe has made signifi cant changes to the user experience 
with Photoshop CS4. While many things remain the same, long-
time Photoshop users may fi nd themselves a little disoriented 
at fi rst. Adobe set out to streamline the interface and ultimately 
speed up Photoshop. Once an experienced user is accustomed to 
the reorganized approach, he or she truly can get more done in 
less time.

Adobe continues to offer two versions of Photoshop to 
serve different audiences. The standard version, simply called 
Photoshop, is targeted to designers and photographers. Video 
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4   Chapter 15 EXPLORING PHOTOSHOP CS4

and animation professionals will generally fi nd Photoshop 
Extended better suited to their needs. Adobe continues to ship 
the Extended version as part of its video- and motion graphics–
oriented bundles. In this chapter we will explore what’s changed 
in Photoshop CS4 from the point of view of motion graphic 
designers, video editors, and 3D artists.

Enhanced Workfl ow
Photoshop CS4 is designed to be faster. Palettes have been 

replaced by panels, and the entire user interface adapts seam-
lessly for different tasks. While these changes require an adjust-
ment period for the longtime user, they offer welcome changes 
that can speed up tasks and reduce wear and tear on the user.

Application Frame
When you are working in Photoshop CS4, you will see that the 

entire user interface is contained within an Application Frame. 
This frame blocks out your desktop and generally makes it easier 
to keep the many panels and interface elements neatly organized. 
Across the top of the frame is the Application bar, which attempts 
to consolidate several commands into one strip. Photoshop CS4 
has been reorganized to emphasize task-based workfl ows, which 
attempt to guide you to the right tools.

Frame and Panels Begone!

On a Mac you can 
disable the Application 
Frame if you decide 

you do not like it. Simply choose 
Window � Application Frame 
to toggle it on or off. To turn all 
panels off, simply press the Ê 
key. If you want to disable all 
panels except the Tools panel and 
Options panel, press S�Ê.

 Main menus – On Windows, the main menu bar is in 
the Application bar. For the Macintosh, the main menu 
remains at the top of the main monitor.

  View controls (A) – Let you see things like Guides, Grids, 
and Rulers as well as change magnifi cation levels of your 
image.

 Layout Control (B) – Allows you to display different num-
ber of open documents in a tiled view or as tabs. 

 Screen Mode Switcher (C) – Lets you access Photoshop’s 
three screen modes that affect how the user interface is 
presented on your monitor.

 Workspace switcher (D) – Allows you to switch between 
different arrangements of windows designed for specifi c 
tasks such as color correction, typography, video, and web. 
For the rest of this chapter we will be using the Essentials 
workspace.
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Adjustments Panel
Adjustment layers have always been an absolute necessity for 

making nondestructive enhancements or repairs to an image. 
Photoshop CS4 consolidates these useful commands by giving 
you easy access to all of the tools needed to nondestructively 
adjust or enhance the color and tone of an image.

The Adjustments panel speeds up the enhancement process with 
useful features like on-image controls and a wide variety of presets. 
You will fi nd the Adjustments panel directly above the Layers panel 
in the default workspace. Adobe claims that the Adjustments panel 
helps eliminate almost 90% of the mouse movements required to 
make nondestructive image adjustments. Let us take a look.

Step 1: Open the fi le Ch15_Spacesuit.tif from the Chapter 15 
folder.

Step 2: In the Adjustments panel, click the Curves icon to add a 
Curves adjustment layer.
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Step 3: Click the Auto button to automatically adjust the curves for 
the red, green, and blue channels independently.

Step 4: Press O�3 (A�3) to switch to the controls for just 
the red channel.

Step 5: Click on the upward fi nger–pointing icon to access an on-
image adjustment. 

Step 6:  Click on the red collar and drag upward to lighten 
the red in that area. Then click on the red in the 
NASA logo and drag downward to darken that red.

Step 7:  To add another adjustment layer (above the cur-
rent one), click the left facing arrow. This returns the 
Adjustments panel to show all of the adjustment 
icons and presets list.

Step 8:  In the Adjustments panel, click the Hue/Saturation icon 
to add another adjustment layer.

Step 9:  Increase Saturation to �20 and reduce the Lightness to �10.
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Step 2: Click the Masks tab to select the Masks panel.

Step 3: Click the mask thumbnail for the layer named Bird to 
select the mask.

The Adjustments panel offers great fl exibility which you should 
explore on your own. You can toggle the visibility of an adjust-
ment, reset an adjustment to its original setting, or even discard 
an adjustment.

Masks Panel
By using the new Masks panel, you can quickly create and edit 

masks more easily. The panel allows you to create and modify both 
raster- and vector-based masks. Additionally you can easily adjust 
mask density and feathering as well as refi ne a mask’s selection.

Step 1: Open the fi le Ch15_Bird.psd from the Chapter 15 folder. 

Step 4: In the Masks panel, adjust the Density and Feather prop-
erties to see their effect.

Step 5: Return the Density slider to 100% and Feather to 0 px.

Step 6: Click the eyeball icon to toggle the mask’s visibility off. 
Click again to restore the mask.
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Step 7: Click the Mask Edge… button to adjust the Refi ne Mask 
properties.

Step 8: Click the different Mask preview icons to view the mask in 
different ways. You can choose to see it as a selection, in 
Quick Mask mode, over black or white, or as just a matte. 
For this image, previewing the selection over black makes 
it easiest to see the blue fringe around the mountains.

Step 9: Set the Radius slider to 9.0 px to remove artifacts.

Step 10: Set the contrast slider to 25% to make softer edges crisp in 
the selection.

Step 11: Set Smooth to a low value like 5 to improve the curved 
edge, then change feather to 1.0 px to get a softer edge.

Step 12: Finally, drag the Contract/Expand slider to the left to 
tighten the mask until the blue fringe is gone. A value of 
�15% works well for this image.
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Step 13: Click the OK button to store the changes to the mask. You 
can always return to adjust the mask by clicking the Mask 
Edge… button again.

Smoother Panning and Zooming 
You will fi nd that the canvas in Photoshop is easier to work 

with. Photoshop CS4 has seen a tremendous boost in Open GL 
technology. Photoshop can now use the power of modern graph-
ics cards to speed up image previews while you zoom and pan 
to look at a photo. These improvements are evident in several 
ways. From the Chapter 15 folder, open the image Ch15_Light_
Streaks.psd to view some of the improvements.

Smooth Zooming
Zooming into or out of an image is much faster in Photoshop 

CS4. In fact, you can see an animated transition between different 
magnifi cation levels with little to no redraw time. Simply use any of 
your favorite zoom methods, including the magnifying glass or the 
keyboard shortcuts of C/L� = to zoom in and C/L�- 
to zoom out. You will notice that the screen quickly refreshes to 
show you each zoom level. In fact, Photoshop CS4 can now zoom 
up to 3200% to make it easier to accurately select colors or touch 
up the smallest of details.

Pixel Grid
If you zoom into an image at 500% or greater magnifi cation, 

Photoshop now uses a pixel grid to make it easier to see your 
individual pixels. The grid is automatically turned on for you, but 
do not worry, it will not print or be visible outside of Photoshop. 
The grid is most useful when you want to sample a particular 
color with the Eyedropper tool or precise sample for cloning.
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Flick Panning
The Flick Panning feature allows you to quickly throw the 

image canvas around as a way to navigate. It takes a little getting 
used to, but it feels very natural with a little practice.

Step 1: Check your General Preferences to make sure Flick Pan-
ning is turned on by Pressing C�k (L�k).

Step 2: In the General tab, make sure a check mark is next to 
Enable Flick Panning and click OK.
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Step 3: Set the Zoom level to 400% (or greater) for the image.

Step 4: Switch to the Hand tool by pressing h. 

Step 5: Click to grab the image, quickly move your mouse in the 
direction you want to fl ick, then release the mouse button. 

Step 6: To stop the pan, simply wait and let “inertia” kick in, or you 
can click again to stop at a desired point.

Fluid Canvas Rotation
If you want to rotate your canvas, Photoshop CS4 allows you to 

do so easily. Just press r to access the Rotate View tool. You can 
then click within the canvas and rotate the image for distortion-free 
viewing at any desired angle. This makes it really easy when you are 
painting or cloning to avoid having to crank your head or wrist in 
the middle of a brush stroke. Photoshop provides a compass to help 
you stay oriented; you can also click the Reset View button in the 
options bar to return the canvas to its default orientation.

N-Up and Multiple Document View
A major benefi t to using the Application Frame is that it easily 

allows you to view multiple open documents at once. When you 
open up several images, you will see that each offers a tab across the 
top of the frame. To switch, click on a tab.
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Improved Tools and Adjustments
There are several additions to Photoshop CS4 that improve 

core tasks like compositing layers and color correcting images. 
Additionally, the appearance of Kuler opens up important options 
for experimenting with color.

Auto-Blending of Images
With Photoshop CS4, Adobe has extended its ability to com-

bine multiple images into a composited photo. Through the use 
of the Auto-Blend Layers command, multiple photos can be 
combined. This even allows for special functions like smoothly 
blending color and shading as well as extending the depth of fi eld. 

If you want to arrange the open documents, Click the Arrange 
Documents button at the top of the toolbar. Here you will fi nd 
several useful choices. You can consolidate all open documents or 
tile them in a grid, horizontally, or vertically. You can also choose 
between different 2-Up through 5-Up arrangements which make 
it easier to compare documents or match colors across photos. If 
you prefer to switch back to a multiwindow environment, simply 
choose to Float All in Windows (if you change your mind, pick 
Consolidate All).
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The Auto-Align Layers command is a useful way to stitch together 
multiple shots or scans of a large object or a group photo. The 
command is very easy to use and gives impressive results.

Step 1: In Photoshop choose File � Scripts � Load Files Into 
Stack…

Step 2: In the Load Layers window, click the Browse button to 
choose images to load.

Step 3: Select the folder Ch15_Mural in the Chapter 15 folder, 
then hold down the S key and click on Mural_01.jpg, 
Mural_02.jpg, and Mural_03.jpg.

Step 4: Click Open to select the fi les, then click OK in the Load 
Layers window.

Step 5: Photoshop opens all three fi les into a single layered docu-
ment, putting each fi le on its own layer. These three photos 
were taken while walking past a large mural. The camera 
was handheld and was not shot using traditional panoramic 
techniques which would require placing the camera on a tri-
pod, then panning to capture the action.

Step 6: In the layers panel, shift click to select all three layers.
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Step 7: Choose Edit � Auto Align Layers.

Step 8: Check the Auto option and click OK. Photoshop now 
removes some of the distortion and attempts to align the 
three images.

Step 9: The layers can be seamlessly blended together using the 
Auto-Blend Layers command. This applies layer masks as 
needed to each layer to mask out exposure issues and cre-
ate a seamless composite. 

Step 10: Choose Edit � Auto-Blend Layers and specify the Pan-
orama method and click OK (be sure the Seamless Tones 
and Colors box is also checked).
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Step 11: Crop the image as needed, adjust Levels, and Flatten. The 
image is now ready to use as part of an animated back-
ground or for use as a virtual set and keying.

Step 3: Uncheck the Protect Tones option and brush the face area 
of the model. You will notice that the image quickly looks 
washed out.

Step 4: Choose Edit � Undo to reverse the dodging.

Step 5: Check the box next to Protect Tones in the Options bar.

Dodge, Burn, and Sponge Improvements
Part of Adobe’s focus for the CS4 release was to build on 

past improvements. In this sense, many tools have seen subtle 
changes designed to increase their usability. For example, the 
Dodge, Burn, and Sponge tools have all seen changes that pro-
duce more natural results. These options are under the hood in a 
sense, but are worth looking at.

Dodge and Burn Tools
The Dodge and Burn tools are referred to as toning tools. They 

allow for fi ner control over lightening or darkening your image. 
These tools simulate traditional techniques used by photogra-
phers. In a darkroom, the photographer regulates the amount of 
light on a particular area of a print. In CS4, both tools can now 
protect tones in an image to give a more natural look to the 
toning.

Step 1: From the Chapter 15 folder, open the image Ch15_ 
Toning.psd.

Step 2: Select the Dodge Tool, then set its Range to Midtones and 
Exposure to 50%. Use a brush with a Master Diameter of 
100 pixels and a Hardness of 25%.
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Step 6: Brush the model’s face to see the improved dodging offered 
with the Protect Tones option in Photoshop CS4.

Step 7: Select the Burn tool, then set its Range to Midtones and 
Exposure to 50%. Use a brush with a Master Diameter of 
100 pixels and a Hardness of 25%.

Step 8: Uncheck the Protect Tones option and brush the hair area 
of the model. You will notice that the image quickly gets 
too saturated.
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Step 9: Choose Edit � Undo to reverse the burning.

Step 10: Check the box next to Protect Tones in the Options bar.

Step 11: Brush the model’s hair to see the improved burning 
offered with the Protect Tones option in Photoshop CS4.
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Sponge Tool
The Sponge tool can be used to make subtle adjustments in 

color saturation or grayscale contrast. This is a useful way to tone 
down colors that may be too saturated for broadcast safe color. 
The Sponge tool allows you to gently desaturate (or saturate) 
areas by brushing over them. In Photoshop CS4, you can also use 
a Vibrance option to limit the Sponge tool.

Step 1: Continue to work with the image Ch15_Toning.psd.

Step 2: Select the Sponge Tool, then set its Mode to Desaturate and 
Flow to 50%. Use a brush with a Master Diameter of 60 pix-
els and a Hardness of 15%.

Step 3: Uncheck the Vibrance option and brush the pink straps of 
the model’s shirt. The image quickly becomes desaturated.

Step 4: Choose Edit � Undo to reverse the dodging.

Step 5: Check the box next to Vibrance in the Options bar. The 
Vibrance option will minimize clipping for fully saturated 
or desaturated colors, which prevents loss in detail.
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Step 6: Brush over the straps to tone them down.

Step 7: Switch the Sponge tool’s mode to Saturate and change the 
Master Diameter to 20 pixels.

Step 8: Paint the model’s lips to intensify their color.
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Vibrance Adjustment
When they are working with photos, many users choose to 

have very saturated and rich colors. The problem with too much 
saturation, though, is that it can cause clipping as well as produce 
images that are not broadcast safe. Fortunately, Photoshop CS4 
offers a Vibrance adjustment layer. Unlike Saturation, Vibrance 
boosts only those parts of a photo that are less saturated. It also 
respects skin tones, which means photos look more natural when 
you are pumping up the intensity of color. 

Step 1: From the Chapter 15 folder, open the image Ch15_ 
Vibrance.psd.

Step 2:  First we will add a Saturation adjustment layer for compar-
ison. In the Adjustments panel, click the Saturation icon to 
add a new adjustment layer.
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Step 3:  Drag the Saturation slider to the right until the colors in the 
image start to clip.

Step 4: Discard the Saturation adjustment layer by clicking the 
trash icon at the bottom of the Adjustments panel. Click 
Yes in the pop-up dialog box.

Step 5: In the Adjustments panel, click the Vibrance icon to add a 
new adjustment layer.

Step 6:  Drag the Vibrance slider to the right to increase saturation 
without color clipping.
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Step 7:  To add a little more saturation overall (in a gentler fashion 
than the Saturation adjustment layer) use the Saturation 
slider in the Vibrance adjustment layer.

Content-Aware Scaling
The Content-Aware scaling feature is new to Photoshop 

CS4 and attempts to combine scaling with a feature that allows 
images to automatically be recomposed. When used correctly, 
the image will automatically adapt to preserve vital areas during 
the scale. You may often need to combine a skin tones option or 
an alpha channel to better defi ne the areas that will be protected 
from distortion.

Step 1: From the Chapter 15 folder, open the image Ch15_ 
Aware_Scale.psd.

Learn more about content-
aware scaling.

Adobe has built its 
content-aware scaling 
partially using open 

source code. You can learn more 
by looking up the Mitsubishi 
Electric Research Laboratories and 
Seam Carving.

Step 2: Select the layer called Headshot. The photo is not big 
enough to fi ll the HD video frame.
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Step 3: Choose Edit � Content-Aware Scale.

Step 4: Click the Protect Skin Tones button to tell Photoshop to 
attempt to preserve regions that contain skin tones. You 
can also create an alpha channel if needed to protect a 
selected area.

Content-Aware Scaling is 
not for Video Layers

Content-Aware Scaling 
does not currently work 
with video layers (or for 

that matter, adjustment layers, 
layer masks, individual channels, 
Smart Objects, 3D layers, multiple 
layers simultaneously, or layer 
groups).

Step 7:  Click the Commit button or press the R key to apply 
the change.

Adobe Kuler
With Photoshop CS4, you can now access the intuitive color 

controls of Adobe Kuler to quickly create new color themes. 
Kuler started as a web-hosted application for experimenting 
with color variations. It grew to support a social community and 
allows for the sharing of color themes online. 

Step 1:  To view the Kuler panel, choose Window � Extensions � 
Kuler. The Kuler panel is divided into three tabs. 

Step 5: Drag a resize handle on the bounding box to scale the 
image. Hold down the S key to scale proportionately. 
You can also hold down the O key to scale from the cen-
ter of the image.

Step 6: Size the image so it fi ts the width of the canvas. You will 
notice that the face shows little to no distortion, while the 
background has been changed signifi cantly.
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•  About: Introduces you to Kuler and links to the online 
community. You can create a free account to store themes 
as well as participate in Kuler forums and rate other 
users’ themes. 

•  Browse: Allows you to browse thousands of color themes 
created by the Kuler community. Be sure to check back 
often because you can view by criteria such as the new-
est, highest rated, and most popular themes. You can 
also search for themes by tag word, title, creator, or hex 
color value. 

•  Create: Allows for the use of multiple color rules that are 
rooted in traditional design and is one of its best aspects. 
Kuler supports the following color rules: Analogous, 
Monochromatic, Triad, Complementary, Compound, and 
Shades—all are based on color theory. 

Step 2:  To use a color you create, simply double-click its swatch to 
load it as the Foreground color in Photoshop. 

Step 3:  Across the bottom of the Kuler panel are additional options 
to save a theme, store it in the Photoshop Swatches panel, or 
upload it to the Kuler community. 

Smart Objects
The use of Smart Objects has fully evolved in Photoshop CS4. 

When placing and sizing a Smart Object, you have the full controls 
of the Free Transform command, including the ability to warp an 
image. The most important addition, however, is that layer masks Video as a Smart Object

If you are using a video 
layer in Photoshop CS4, 
consider converting it to 

a Smart Object. The video will 
still play all frames, but it is now 
easier to apply fi lters across an 
entire clip and even maintain 
fl exible editing to tweak a fi lter’s 
values.
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can now stay linked to a smart object. This means that you can 
enjoy both the fl exibility of scaling to the original size (or larger 
if vector) along with nondestructive image transparency. Further 
adding to the appeal of Smart objects is that you can apply fi lters 
nondestructively through the use of Smart Filters.

Photoshop CS4 Extended Improvements
There are several additions to Photoshop CS4 that will affect 

a video pro or motion graphics designer. You will fi nd improved 
tools for creating and manipulating 3D objects, as well as 
improved exchange with Adobe After Effects. Photoshop also 
offers improved control over the Animation timeline and audio 
previews, which makes it easier to work with video fi les. Putting 
these tools to use will improve both your video output direct from 
Photoshop as well as signifi cantly extend After Effects CS4.

3D Objects
There are many reasons to use 3D objects with Photoshop. 

Animators and modelers can generate or improve their texture 
maps with ease. Broadcast designers can easily use 3D models 
as part of their designs. For those with access to After Effects, 

Need Models or Footage?

You can use the demo 
fi les from Chapter 14 to 
help with this lesson.
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Photoshop Extended is an essential part of the pipeline to move 
3D content into a motion graphics project. Photoshop is not truly 
intended as a 3D application; rather it is meant to be a supple-
mental tool that can also harness 3D content as easily as it opens 
any other digital image.

Direct Painting on 3D Objects
You can now paint directly on a model without having to 

unwrap its texture. This can be useful as you have a better idea 
of how the paint strokes are going to affect the texture map of a 
particular model.

Step 1: Create a new video-sized document using an HD preset.

Step 2: Click the Workspace Switcher and choose Advanced 3D.

Step 3: Double click on the background layer and name it Felt.

Step 4: Fill the layer Felt with a light brown.

Step 5: Choose 3D � New Shape From Layer � Hat. Photoshop 
wraps the layer into the shape of a Hat.

Step 6: Select a paintbrush tool and load a darker brown for high-
lights. Set the brush to a soft edge and low opacity.
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Step 7: Paint directly on the hat to add additional shading. As you 
paint, the render quality of the model will temporarily 
switch.

Step 8: Select the 3D Rotate Tool (K) and change your angle of 
view to using the Position menu. Set it to Top and paint 
some more.

Step 9: Continue switching Position with the 3D Rotate tool, then 
painting.
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Step 10: To see the entire texture in a new window, double click on 
the texture layer felt.

Step 11: Choose Filter � Texture � Texturizer…. Use a Canvas tex-
ture and adjust Scaling, Relief, and Light to taste.

Step 12: Press OK to apply the fi lter.

Step 13: Close the texture document to update the 3D model.

Wrap It in a Box (or a 
Sphere… or a Pyramid)

When you are using 
Photoshop CS4 Extended, 
you can wrap a layer into 

common geometric shapes such 
as cylinders and spheres, with 
easy-to-use presets. Just choose 
3D � New Shape From Layer and 
select a preset.

3D Object Animation with After Effects
If you want to bring a 3D object into After Effects, you can 

use Photoshop CS4 as a portal. Any supported 3D object fi le 
can be brought into After Effects when you import a layered 
composition.

Step 1: Add a supported 3D fi le to your Photoshop document by 
choosing 3D � New Layer From 3D File. You can use any of 
the following fi le types:
• 3ds (3ds Max)
• .dae (Digital Asset Exchange, COLLADA)
• .kmz (Google Earth)
• .obj (common 3D object format)
• .u3d (Universal 3D)

Step 2: Switch to After Effects CS4.

Step 3: In After Effects Choose File � Import and select a PSD fi le 
and click OK.

Step 4: A new window opens asking you to confi rm how you want 
to load the PSD fi le. Choose Composition (or Composition 
– Cropped Layers).

Step 5: Mark the box next to Live Photoshop 3D. If you forget to do 
this, you can convert the layer to a live Photoshop 3D layer 
in After Effects by selecting it and choosing Layer � Convert 
To Live Photoshop 3D.
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Step 6: Click OK to import the layered document. Open the Pre-
Composition for the 3D object.
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Step 7: After Effects will add a 3D camera to the imported 
composition which also contains the 3D object and a con-
trol layer that contains an instance of the Live Photoshop 
3D effect.

Step 8: The Live Photoshop 3D effect will recognize animation 
of the composition camera in After Effects. If you want to 
force After Effects to use the animation of the 3D object or 
camera from the PSD fi le, choose Use Photoshop Trans-
form or Use Photoshop Camera in the effect properties in 
the Effect Controls panel for the Live Photoshop 3D effect. 
It is generally better to animate the After Effects camera, 
but the object may be slightly repositioned within the 
frame.

Video Improvements
Adobe appears committed to making Photoshop Extended a 

powerful image editor for video fi les. Building on the tools found 
in Photoshop CS3, Adobe now offers easier controls and better 
previews.

Clearer Previews for Non-square Pixels
You will notice that documents using non-square pixels and 

pixel aspect ratio preview are clearer. Adobe has improved on 
the on-screen previews used for video-sized documents (View � 
Pixel Aspect Ratio Preview). 

Step 1: Close all open Documents then choose the Essentials 
workspace from the Workspace Switcher.

Step 2: From the Chapter 15 folder, open the fi le Ch15_PAR.psd.

Step 3: Choose Window � Arrange � New Window for Ch15_PAR.
psd.

Adjust the Null

The live Photoshop 3D 
layer in After Effects uses 
expressions to control 

the fi le. These are attached to a 
null layer which is used to control 
the live Photoshop 3D layer. Use 
this null layer rather than directly 
manipulating the live Photoshop 
3D layer’s Transform properties.

Changes in Texture or 
Lighting

If you want to modify the 
texture or lights for a 3D 
object, you must return 

to Photoshop. Simply select it then 
choose Edit � Edit Original. If 
you want to change the model 
itself, you will need to use a 3D 
authoring program, not Photoshop 
or After Effects.
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Little Changes in the PAR

If you open an older 
document with non-
square pixels, Photoshop 

may give you a warning. This is 
because Adobe refi ned the Pixel 
Aspect Ratios (by an additional 
decimal place) for some of the 
settings. Nothing is changing 
with the amount of pixels in your 
document; the preview is just 
slightly more accurate.

Step 6: Compare the two documents. You should notice that the 
document on the right appears distorted while the docu-
ment on the left has a clean preview of the circle. Remem-
ber, both windows are the same fi le – one is just using 
Pixel Aspect Ratio Preview to simulate how the graphic will 
appear on a broadcast monitor.

Step 7: Close the current documents.

Step 4: Click the Arrange Documents switcher and choose the fi rst 
2-Up option. The two views are arranged on-screen.

Step 5: Select the window on the right and choose View � Pixel 
Aspect Ratio Preview to toggle the simulation of non-
square pixels.
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Step 8: From the Chapter 15 folder, open the fi le Ch15_Lizard.
psd. This is a frame grab from a video fi le that needs its 
Pixel Aspect Ratio manually set.

Quickly Get into Video 
Mode

To switch to a video-
oriented workspace, 
just click the Workspace 

Switcher and choose Video. This 
will give you quick access the 
Animation (Timeline) and the 
Close Source panels.

Want More Techniques?

If you would like even 
more techniques, be 
sure to check out www.

PhotoshopForVideo.com. You 
will fi nd a weekly podcast 
and additional tutorials about 
Photoshop CS4.

Step 9: The interpret options for documents with non-square pix-
els has moved from the Image menu to the View menu 
(where it really belongs). Choosing View � Pixel Aspect 
Ratio will allow you to fl ag images (mainly those exported 
from video editing programs or 3D applications) with 
the correct pixel aspect ratio settings. These options are 
for interpreting an image’s existing pixel aspect ratio and 
not resizing. For this image, choose View � Pixel Aspect 
Ratio � D1/DV NTSC Widescreen (1.21).
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Improved Video and Audio Previews
Photoshop CS4 is much more responsive when you are work-

ing with video footage. To improve real-time performance, you 
can choose to drop frames on playback. Click on the Animation 
Options icon in the Animation panel and choose Allow Frame 
Skipping. This allows Photoshop Extended to skip uncached 
frames and achieve closer to real-time playback.

Video Goes Broad

Photoshop CS4 requires 
you to have QuickTime 
installed from Apple. 

When you do, you will be able 
to import several forms of video 
including QuickTime movies and 
most AVI and MPEG fi les. For 
export, you will be able to output 
video and animations to MOV, 
AVI, MPEG-4, 3G, FLC, H.264 
(iPod), and DV Stream. If you have 
After Effects CS4 installed, you will 
even be able to export an FLV fi le.

If you would like to hear any attached audio, you can preview it 
in Photoshop. This makes it easier to adjust the timing of anima-
tion elements or to confi rm that you are working with the correct 
video fi le. 

• To toggle audio previews for a specifi c video layer, click the 
speaker icon for the desired layer.

• To globally enable or disable audio previews, click the 
speaker icon to the right of the playback buttons at the 
bottom of the Animation panel.

The attached audio can also be included when the video is 
exported. The recommended format for exporting with audio 
attached is QuickTime or Flash Video. You cannot include audio 
when exporting AVI, 3G, or DV Stream.

Animation Panel Keyboard Shortcuts
Adobe has allowed several new keyboard shortcuts to speed 

up the handling of video in Photoshop CS4. Most of these need 
to be turned on by clicking the submenu in the upper right 
corner of the animation panel and choosing Enable Timeline 
Shortcut Keys.
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Result Macintosh Windows

Start playing the timeline or Animation panel Spacebar Spacebar

Switch between timecode and frame numbers 
(current time view)

O�click the 
current-time display

A�click the 
current-time display

Expand and collapse list of layers O�click on list 
triangles

A�click

Jump to the next/previous whole second in 
timeline

S�click the Next/Previous Frame buttons

Increase playback speed Hold down the S key while dragging the 
current time

Decrease playback speed Hold down the C 
key while dragging the 
current time

Hold down the L 
key while dragging the 
current time

Snap an object to the nearest object in 
timeline

S-drag

Scale a selected group of multiple keyframes O-drag (fi rst or last 
keyframe)

A-drag (fi rst or last 
keyframe)

Back one frame Ò or Page
Up

Forward one frame Â or Page
Down

Back ten frames S�Ò or S� Page
Up

Forward ten frames S�Â or S� Page
Down

Move to the beginning of the timeline Home

Move to the end of the timeline End

Move to the beginning of the work area S� Home

Move to the end of the work area S� End

Move to the In point of the current layer Ë

Move to the Out point of the current layer Î

Back one second S�Ë

Forward one second S�Î

Return a rotated document to its original 
orientation

‰
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